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We believe that t e de eloping established p ocedu es that give

indigenous peoples the opportunity to properly participate and influence

decision-malting in issues that concern them is critical.  e remain

staunch advocates here at the UN of the need to ensure that indigenous

peoples are included and that their voices are heard in the global

dialogue.

The Swedish government warmly welcomes the United Nations initiative

to proclaim 2019 the Year of Indigenous Languages. A person s language

carries her identity, history and traditions. Against this backdrop, it is

alarming that so many languages around the world continue to disappear.

I understand that the Permanent Forum has previously expressed

concern that 40 per cent of the world’s estimated 6,700 languages are in

danger of disappearing - the majority belonging to indigenous peoples.

These are very troubling numbers. We must work together to protect the

wealth of linguistic and cultural diversity!

In Sweden, our focus nationally lies on the protection of the Sami

languages. To highlight the Year of Indigenous Languages in our

country, the government has recently assigned the Sami Parliament to

carry out targeted efforts to promote the Sami language during this

important year.
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Thank you, Chaifperson,

Indigenous peoples all over the world including   I regret to say   in my

o n country continue to be exposed to discrimination, human rights

violations and  buses. As leaders we must not only listen but  lso engage

and act. We must le rn from the mistakes of the past  nd cooper te

nationally, region lly and glob lly for a better future.

For my government   Sweden - the protection of our own indigenous

people, the Sami people, is an essential priority. In this endeavor, we

work closely  ith the democratic lly elected members of the S mi

P rliament as well as the S mi civil society and other actors. I  m

therefore ple sed to ha e representatives of the Sami P rliament joining

the delegation from Sweden  lso this year.



We have also recently tasked the Sami Parliament to  n lyze the

possibilities to developi g the activities of the S mi L nguage Centre in

S eden  s a me ns of reinforcing indigenous langu ges. To coordinate

our effort  ith others, we have recently  pplied to become an official

UNESCO partner in the Intern tional Year of Indigenous Langu ges.

In December 2016 the Swedish Government launched a national inqui y

to ma  out the need for measures to safeguard and  evital ze, the five

n tional minority languages. The inquiry submitted its report in 2017.

The study suggests that the five nation l minority langu ges should be

regulated separately and a new subject - national minority language -

should be introduced. The proposals  re currently being prepared by the

Government Offices.

Chairperson,

Indigenous languages   like all languages - are channels of human legacy;

windows into unique knowledge systems and pathways to understand

our diverse world. Let s work together to protect this treasure!

Th nk you!


